BACKGROUND

DESIGN STRATEGY

Red Clay Brewing Company is a brewery
and taproom located in downtown
Opelika, Alabama. Three key individuals
founded our business: Kerry McGinnis,
Stephen Harle and John Corbin. Each
of us brings a unique set of skills to the
Company dictated primarily by our varied
educational and personal backgrounds.
Red Clay Brewing has its roots firmly
trenched in the South. The founders of the
Company were all born and raised here.
The “red clay” that is native to this region
of the south and what the founders all
knew so well growing up became a natural
moniker for the business.

The identity of the company must be
modern in order to attract its younger
audience, but it must also be simple and
communicate easily in order to draw in the
older demographic. Red Clay Brewery sets
pride upon themselves when discussing their
southern roots and are aware of the red clay
that is native to the region. However, their
current logo does not include what their
name represents; red clay. The use of the
logo would be to establish an identity that
is unique and would also create an easier
marketing strategy when targeting the
demographics. This, in return, would lead
to a larger influx of customers and more
revenue.

CURRENT LOGO

DESCRIPTION

IDENTITY
PRIMARY LOGO
The only thing existing from the previous
company logo are the words “Red Clay
Brewing Company” along with wheat. This
modern, yet simple logo flashes enough
to attract attention and is easy to read.
The old logo uses silly font with a bad
background in an oddly shaped pentagon.

SECONDARY LOGO
This logo takes many elements from the
main company logo. The alternate Red
Clay logo is a larger R with an overlapping
and intertwining C. This logo simplistic and
can be used for items such as bottle caps,
t-shirts, posters, etc. while also giving the
company a simplistic and unique look.

PROPOSED WORK

WORDMARK

RED CLAY
RED CLAY
RED CLAY

BOURTON BASE

INTRO INLINE

PROPOSED WORK

Establishing many identities, while not
overdoing it, is important for reaching
many markets and demographics.
This logo is quite simple and could act
as an alternate logo to the company
logo. Easily used for t-shirts, cups,
labeling, etc.

This logo is all about state-pride. The
Yellow represents the color of the state
bird, the Yellowhammer. Fortunately, it
goes great paired with red.

“Never forget where you come from, and
be proud of it”; or at least that is what the
founders and owner believe. Each of them
are proud to live in Alabama and believe
it a genuine and special place. Therefore,
it is important to this business and is now
incorporated into the logo.

Wheat is an important and necessary
ingredient in order to make what Red
Clay specializes in; IPA, Stout, and beer.
This takes the element from their previous
logo and amplifies it even more.

Red clay is exactly that; red clay. The
company got its name from famous
southern red clay and now, the color is
being utilized to represent just that.

Represents the shape and grooves that
are prominent in all bottle caps. This gives
the logo a sense of direction and what
”Red Clay” does.

ELEMENTS

